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Abstract
Back-channel feedback, responses such as uh-uh from a listener, is a pervasive feature of conversation. It has long been thought that the production of back-channel feedback depends to a large
extent on the actions of the other conversation partner, not just on the volition of the one who
produces them. In particular, prosodic cues from the speaker have long been thought to play a
role, but have so far eluded identi cation. We have earlier suggested that an important prosodic
cue involved, in both English and Japanese, is a region of low pitch late in an utterance (Ward,
1996). This paper presents evidence for this claim, surveys other factors which elicit or inhibit
back-channel responses, discusses issues in the de nition of back-channel feedback, and mentions
a few related phenomena and theoretical issues.
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1 Introduction
By `back-channel feedback' we mean, approximately, the short utterances produced by one participant in a conversation while the other is talking. In English, typical expressions used in backchannel feedback include yeah, uh-huh, hm, right and okay. Back-channel feedback is pervasive
in conversations in English and in Japanese, the two languages addressed by this paper. One
analysis of 1155 American English conversations found 19% of the utterances to be back-channels
(37 096 out of 205 000 total utterances) (Jurafsky et al., 1997). Back-channels seem to be even
more frequent in Japanese (Maynard, 1989).
Many researchers, working from diverse perspectives, have considered back-channel feedback,
along with other turn-taking phenomena, to be a phenomenon of special interest, as as being
prototypical of social interaction in general (Yngve, 1970; Sacks et al., 1974; Duncan and Fiske,
1985; Ward, 1997b). In particular, there is the mystery of how `coordination' is achieved | when
two people are talking together, their utterances seldom interfere with each other, despite the lack
of any xed protocol for who may speak when.
Many researchers have sought for an answer in terms of `signals'. For back-channel feedback
in particular, it has long been thought that there may be a signal that tells a listener that \it's
now appropriate to respond with back-channel feedback", and that this signal would be prosodic,
rather than involving meaning (Yngve, 1970).
This paper reports the tentative identi cation of the signals used in English and in Japanese.
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2 (Issues in the) De nition of Back-channel Feedback
This section delimits the phenomenon of back-channel feedback as studied in this paper, and
discusses its correlates, its sub-types, and related phenomena, in English and in Japanese. The
de nition developed draws on previous surveys and discussions of various proposed de nitions
(Rosenfeld, 1978; Scheglo , 1982; Orestrom, 1983; Mizuno, 1988; Maynard, 1989; Drummond and
Hopper, 1993; Clancy et al., 1996; Horiguchi, 1997). Most of the points we make re ect a majority
of opinion among researchers, although there are divergent opinions on each issue.

2.1 Clear Cases
Clear cases of back-channel feedback happen something like this:
One person is explaining something or telling a story, the other person is paying attention and understanding, and produces a typical word or sound to indicate this, and also
to indicate that he wishes the story-teller to continue. The story teller, without showing
any awareness of this response, continues with his story, perhaps slightly encouraged
to know that his listener is still interested.
Figure 1 shows such an English conversation fragment containing back-channels and Figure 2
shows a Japanese fragment, with Figure 3 providing a gloss and Figure 4 a rough translation.
INSERT Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 ABOUT HERE
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These clear cases are the typical examples that all researchers in this area use when evoking what
sort of phenomena they are setting out to study (Yngve, 1970; Scheglo , 1982). They also seem to
comprise much of the phenomena that have been studied as `listener responses', `accompaniment
signals', `continuers', `assessments', `acknowledgments', `reactive tokens', `interjectory utterances',
and `recipiency tokens'. These clear cases also correspond well to pre-theoretical notion of aizuchi,
a common Japanese word. Since clear cases account for about 90% of what we eventually decided to
give the label \back-channel feedback", the exact de nition below is not crucial to the conclusions
of the paper.

2.2 Our De nition
We arrived at our de nition by starting from the clear cases, adding in cases similar to them,
and trying to nd a principled way to describe the expanded category. We re ned our de nition
several times, striving for consistency and to produce simple and unambiguous guidelines usable
by everyone involved with the corpus. Eventually we arrived at the following working de nition:
Back-channel feedback:

D1 responds directly to the content of an utterance of the other,
D2 is optional, and
D3 does not require acknowledgement by the other.
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Note that this de nition focuses, not on how these utterances t into the structure of the
discourse, nor on how they are evoked or perceived by the other, but instead on the perspective of
the person producing them.

2.3 Related Phenomena
The three clauses of our de nition serve to distinguish back-channel feedback from some closely
related phenomena: D1 rules out `post-completion' vocalizations, produced by the speaker who
has just produced an utterance, for example uu at 51,900 in Figure 2. D1 also rules out feedback
which occurs several seconds after the speaker's utterance, seemingly re ecting the result of some
cogitation. D2 rules out responses to questions. D3 rules out most questions, including requests for
clari cation, such as huh?. (However it does not rule out questions which do not seek to interrupt
or redirect the speaker, such as some occurrences of sore de? (and then?) in the Japanese corpus.
These are rare.) D3 also rules out feedback sounds which segue without pause into full- edged
utterances.
Of course, there is no clear boundary between back-channel feedback and these phenomena.
In perhaps one percent of the cases, deciding whether something in the corpus was back-channel
feedback or not still felt arbitrary, even after both labelers listened together and discussed it.
The existence of post-completion vocalizations raises a minor problem. These are sometimes timed such that, if the respondent produces feedback for the previous utterance, the post-
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completion vocalization directly follows the respondent's feedback and appears to be a response
to it, as at 52,950 in Figure 2. Such vocalizations are impossible to distinguish from vocalizations
that actually do respond to feedback. Erring on the side of caution, we do not consider any such
vocalizations to be back-channel feedback. In other words back-channel feedback does not count
as \utterances" for purposes of clause D1.

2.4 Other Properties of Back-channel Feedback
This section surveys some properties which are common to most back-channel feedback but which
we chose not to regard as de nitional; it thereby justi es why our de nition includes some marginal
cases.
Back-channel feedback often expresses attention, understanding, or agreement. However, this is
not necessary (Rosenfeld and Hancks, 1980; Scheglo , 1982). On the one hand, back-channel feedback can express more than these things. In our corpus, back-channel feedback sometimes takes
the form of words expressing degree of agreement, words of judgement, and words of sympathy
and approval, among other things. It is generally agreed that such expressions, sometimes called
`assessments', pattern in much the same way as the simpler vocalizations, sometimes called `continuers', and can be treated together (although there are some non-obvious di erences (Goodwin,
1986).) On the other hand, there are cases of back-channel feedback that do less. Not all signal
attention; some signal boredom. Not all signal agreement; some signal skepticism. Not all signal
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understanding, often because there is nothing to understand, as in cases of dis uencies. Indeed,
many back-channels seems to relate mostly to upcoming transmission of information, rather than
to a previous transmission; serving to indicate that the \channel is open" or as an invitation to
\please continue".
Back-channel feedback often consists of characteristic lexical items, such as uh-huh in English
and un and hai in Japanese. For purposes of automatic discourse act classi cation, these speci c
lexical items are a valuable cue (Jurafsky et al., 1998). However there is great variation in the words
and phrases used in back-channel feedback, and in nitely many possible non-lexical vocalizations
(x6.5). There are even cases of laughter, coughs, and sni s which seem to function in the same
way as other cases of back-channel feedback. Thus it does not seem wise to de ne back-channel
feedback as a set of lexical items.
Most back-channel feedback is short. Other things being equal, longer utterances have a
stronger tendency to interfere with the other speaker, or at least require him to pay attention,
violating D3. That back-channel feedback be short is sometimes taken as de nitional (Koiso et al.,
1995), but extreme shortness is not always required, provided that the contributions do not serve as
interruptions. Long back-channel feedback often results in overlapping talk, and often seems to express enthusiasm. Incidentally, this seems more characteristic of female-female dyads, in Japanese
and English (Tannen, 1990).
Back-channel feedback is sometimes de ned as those utterances which \do not take the oor",
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and/or \are not full turns". The intuition behind these phrasings is captured in clause D3 of our
de nition, in so far as \requiring acknowledgement by the other" is characteristic of full turns.
Conversely, if the speaker carries on talking, then he is generally treating the listener's response as
a back-channel. This is not a necessary condition, of course; the speaker is free do what he wants.
There are thus cases where listener produces something probably intended as a back-channel, but
the speaker then falls silent, or even responds explicitly to the back-channel.
Most back-channel feedback seems to appear while the other \has the oor" or during the
other's \turn" or \speakership". However, these notions are too problematic to use in de nitions.
In particular, often these terms could not be applied to our data, in cases when both participants
were talking simultaneously, and in cases where the speaker seems to have stopped and be waiting
for the other to take a turn, but the respondent produced a `perverse passive' back-channel as a
coy way of refusing to take a turn (Je erson, 1984). Incidentally, those working with the notion of
oor often consider requests for clari cation and answers to questions to be back-channel feedback
(Duncan and Fiske, 1985; Hayashi, 1996b).
Back-channel feedback is often characterized as serving to make the conversation go smoothly,
but this is not useful as a criterion for deciding whether a speci c utterance is back-channel feedback
or not. On the respondent's side, it is generally impossible to tell what any given instance of
back-channel feedback is intended to mean or do, let alone relate that to something as nebulous
as smooth conversation. And on the speaker's side, it is not generally possible to tell what, if
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any, e ect any single contribution has. That is, back-channel feedback usually seems to have no
immediate dialog e ect, and even longer-term e ects, such as encouraging the speaker to keep
talking, are highly variable (Siegman, 1976). Also, it is occasionally the case, in our corpus at
least, that back-channels are produced which are almost certainly too quiet to be audible to the
speaker.
Incidentally, we use the term \back-channel feedback" because it is neutral with respect to
discourse function. The terms \assessment", \acknowledgment", and \reactive token" highlight
the relation of these items to the previous utterance, whereas terms like \continuer" highlight the
relation of these items to upcoming utterances. But most instances seem to bear both functions:
a backward-looking function and a forward-looking function. To avoid focusing on either function,
we use the neutral term, back-channel feedback.

2.5 Two Comments on Alternative De nitions
Thus we have extended the category of back-channel feedback from the clear cases to something
more general. In doing so we have disregarded some factors that sometimes seem important, and
so our category cross-cuts the categories proposed by other researchers. We do not think this
is a problem; di erent de nitions are appropriate for di erent research aims. For example, it
is interesting to consider the various functions of words like okay and yeah and mm in English,
treating together their back-channel uses and their turn-opening uses (Je erson, 1984; Novick and
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Sutton, 1994; Clancy et al., 1996; Gardner, 1997); the uses of items such as oo as both backchannels and llers (Schi rin, 1987); the back-channel, ller, and answer uses of Japanese un, ee,
and hai (Kawamori et al., 1994), and the back-channel, turn-initial, and post completion uses of
Japanese un (Hayashi, 1996a).
This paper has discussed only back-channel feedback in casual conversation. In studies of
task-oriented and business-like dialogs, the term \back-channel" (and \aizuchi" in Japanese) is
sometimes used loosely to refer to acknowledgments of various kinds, including responses to instructions, requests, suggestions, and new information (Boyle et al., 1994; Kawamori et al., 1994;
Koiso et al., 1995; Okato et al., 1996; Okada, 1996; Araki et al., 1997). These resemble backchannel feedback in being short and often using the same lexical items, including okay in English
and hai and un in Japanese. But there is a major di erence, namely that most of these seem to
be expected by the speaker, who waits for them to appear before continuing, violating clauses D2
and D3 of our de nition.

3 The Low Pitch Cue
Armed with this de nition, we labeled occurrences of back-channels in conversation corpora, and
then sought for prosodic features of speaker's utterances which reliably preceded such listener
behavior. (The details of the methodology are given below x6.8.)
We have found that, in American English conversations and in Japanese conversations, after
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the speaker produces a region of low pitch lasting 110 milliseconds the listener tends to produce
back-channel feedback (Ward, 1996; Ward, 1997b).
This can be seen in gures Figure-E1 Figure-J1,
This correlation is not something that speakers are consciously aware of. However, after it
is pointed out, it is apparent to the unaided ear. In particular, 1. as an eavesdropper, you can
observe it, 2. as a listener, you can use it to determine when to produce feedback, and 3. as a
speaker, you can use it to deliberately elicit feedback. In each case, the connection clearly works
most of the time.
The correlation is not perfect, as discussed below, but it does seem that low pitch regions
\indicate places where back-channel feedback is especially appropriate". This being an unwieldy
expression, we will say that a low pitch region is a `cue' for back-channel feedback.

3.1 Precursor Findings
Our nding has several precursors. It is re nement of Sugito's observation that a low pitch point
seems to correlate with back-channels in Japanese (Sugito, 1994). It also probably accounts for
the nding that back-channel feedback is especially welcome at \junctures" between \phonemic
clauses" (Dittmann and Llewellyn, 1967), and at \the ends of intonation units that have non- nal
intonation contours" (Clancy et al., 1996), to the extent that the low pitch region is one of the
acoustic features that serves, perceptually, to mark or foreshadow these. It also relates to the
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general fact that the ends of utterances, clauses, and similar things tend to be marked with low
pitch, in the form of declination or boundary tones, and the fact that hearers are logically more
likely to produce back-channel feedback after such units end. What is novel is the speci cation of
exactly what sort of low pitch correlates with back-channel feedback, namely a region of low pitch.
Our description of the cue is also compatible with, although more general than, Noguchi's
recent suggestion that those back-channels in Japanese which occur during the speaker's pauses
are cued by utterances which end in a low pitch and have a nal region of attish pitch (Noguchi
et al., 1998).

3.2 Quantitative Statement
In order to measure the strength of this cue, as compared with other possible cues, we formulate
the following predictive rule for English:
Upon detection of
a region of pitch less than the 26th-percentile pitch level and

(P1)

continuing for at least 110 milliseconds,

(P2)

coming after at least 700 milliseconds of speech,

(P3)

providing you have not output back-channel feedback within the preceding 800 milliseconds,
after 700ms wait,
you should produce back-channel feedback.

(P4)
(P5)
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The exact parameters of these rules were chosen to maximize correspondence to corpus data, as
discussed in x4. For Japanese some parameters are di erent: P1=28, P2=110, P3=700, P4=1000,
and P5=350. The di erences between the English and Japanese versions of the rule are discussed
in x6.3.
Conditions P1, P2, and P5 express the core of the rule. Condition P3 re ects the intuition
that a listener should not produce a back-channel before the speaker has got started, and P4 the
intuition that back-channels should be appropriately spaced. P3 and P4 are discussed further
below.
An example of such a cue appears near 39,000 in Figure 1, at the word gotten, with the resulting
prediction seen as the wide oval near 39,600. In Figure 2 there is a cue near 48,000, at the word
ne.

3.3 Communicative Functions of Low Pitch Regions
This subsection considers the functions of regions of low pitch, and discusses some typical contexts
where they function as low pitch cues and cases where they do not.
First, low pitch regions often occur at points where the speaker considers that he has transmitted
some information. At these points it is logically appropriate for the hearer to con rm receipt or
understanding or interest with a back-channel. We can think of these low pitch regions as conveying
\this completes that thought, did you follow?" Sometimes what has been transmitted is a complete
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new fact or proposition, but not always | often it is the introduction of just enough information for
the listener to infer the speaker's point, especially in Japanese. In such cases back-channel feedback
sometimes appears before the speaker has completed a grammatical phrase or full proposition, and
sometimes back-channel feedback in such cases takes the form of completing the speaker's thought
or sentence.
Such low pitch regions often co-occur with completion of a grammatical clause. Concomitantly,
they also often co-occur with related lexical items, especially in Japanese, where they frequently
occur with clause connectives, most often kara (because), -te (and) and kedo (but). Note that
these clause-ending markers do not function as sentence ends, at least not prescriptively, but
rather indicate some degree of incompleteness (Mizutani, 1988).
Some of these cases of completion are, perceptually, `turn' ends, and in such cases, the low pitch
rule generally gives rise to incorrect back-channel preductions. In both languages, abrupt drop in
pitch and/or energy often seems to indicate end of turn (Noguchi et al., 1998; Koiso et al., 1996).
Rather less often, a low pitch region which seems to mark the conveying of information appears
with a repetition of a previous word, produced for emphasis or clarity and/or when recovering from
a false start, especially in English. In such cases also, it often welcomes back-channel feedback; we
can perhaps consider it to convey \I said it again, did you get it that time?"
Second, low pitch regions also occur frequently with dis uencies and markers of formulation
diculties, especially in English (Ward and Shriberg, tted). In these cases we can think of the low
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pitch region as saying, \I'm stuck, but keep listening, something meaningful will come out soon".
In English the single most frequent lexical item appearing in low pitch regions is the, often in the
lengthened, unreduced pronunciation indicating formulation diculty (Fox Tree and Clark, 1997);
the next frequent two are and (usually lengthened), and um. In Japanese, it also appears fairly
often with dis uency markers, such as nanka. A related communicative function is taking the oor
before actually saying anything, where the speaker utters some kind of call for attention, or ller,
and low pitch regions occasionally occur at these times.
In both languages, the dis uency with low pitch sometimes elicits back-channel feedback, presumably functioning as encouragement to continue. Many such dis uencies, however, do not seem
to welcome back-channel feedback, and this gives rise to predictions which are incorrect. However,
clause P3 of the rule serves to prevent many of these, as dis uencies tend to occur early in an
utterance. Interestingly, Shriberg et al. have shown that the discrimination between dis uent and
uent speech can be detected fairly well using prosody alone (Shriberg et al., 1997).
Third, low pitch regions in Japanese often occur with `agreement seeking sentence- nal particles', especially ne (you know), which is the word most frequently appearing with low pitch
regions.
Fourth, a low pitch region often occurs together with back-channel feedback itself. In the
corpora such cases occasionally elicit a con rmatory word or sigh; our de nition of back-channel
feedback however excludes such responses, that is, responses to back-channels are not themselves
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considered to be back-channels (x2.3). Thus low pitch regions on back-channels occasionally result
in incorrect predictions, although clause P3 of the rule prevents most such problems, since most
back-channel feedback is short. Interestingly, Jurafsky et al. have suggested that that the discrimination between back-channels and other dialog acts can be done to some extent by using prosody
alone (Jurafsky et al., 1998).
Fifth, there are cases where 110 ms of low pitch occurs as part of a substantially longer region
of low pitch, with a special meaning. These cases include groans (in Japanese at least), and
utterances with reduced pitch range, as in parentheticals (in English at least) and `self-directed
speech', that is comments said `under the breath'. Although rare, these generally cause the rule
to make incorrect back-channel predictions.

3.4 More About the Parameters of the Rule
P1 refers to the maximum pitch; a region counts as a 26th-percentile pitch region if all pitches in
that region are less than the 26th-percentile value. Perhaps P1 should be de ned instead in terms
of the average pitch, or perhaps a weighted average pitch, depending on the details of how people
perceive pitch levels.
P3 is a heuristic approximation to the intuition that you shouldn't produce a back-channel
unless the other person has said something. In practice, it prevents predictions in response to
utterance-initial low pitch regions, which are typically back-channels, oor grabbing tokens, llers,
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and other dis uencies (x3.3). While P3 works well most of the time, a rigid 700ms cuto is obviously too simplistic, not only theoretically but also practically. On the one hand, this sometimes
incorrectly prevents predictions in response to short but content-rich utterances. On the other
hand, this fails to prevent predictions of back-channels as responses to the occasional very long
back-channel.
P4 encodes the intuition that it is generally appropriate to leave some decent interval between
back-channels; were P4 not present, the rule would sometimes predict several back-channels in the
span of a second. P4 is, however, is quite unreliable. It is a source of missed predictions (cases
where in the corpus two back-channels occur in quick succession) and of inaccurate predictions
(cases where it seems that the reason why a respondent passed up the opportunity to produce a
back-channel was that he had fairly recently produced one). Another problem arose because the
task de nition (x4.2) required P4 to be computed, not with reference to the track of the corpus
that was being emulated, but with reference to the rule's own previous predictions. This caused
propagation of errors, where the rule rst generated an incorrect prediction, and P4 therefore
suppressed a latter prediction, which would have been correct.
Incidentally, in preliminary work we set the timing (P5) relative to the end of the low pitch
region rather than to the point of detection of a low pitch region. The current de nition gives
slightly better performance and is somewhat more psychologically plausible, in that it allows earlier
detection of cues, which makes it easier to understand how humans can respond as quickly as they
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do.
The current rule combines the conditions with simple conjunction | all must hold true for
a prediction to be made. While better prediction quality might be obtained by using a `fuzzy'
or more sophisticated combination of the various factors, the current formulation does have the
advantage of simplicity.
It turns out that the exact parameter settings which give best performance vary among speakers,
re ecting, at least in some cases, individual di erences in conversational style.

3.5 The Details of the Computation
The values for parameters P1 through P5 are not eternal constants. Among other things they
depend on the details of how pitch and energy are computed. This is why the values of the
parameters of the current rule di er from those reported in preliminary work (Ward, 1996) | all
were re-tuned to optimize performance after changes to the details of the implementation. This
subsection describes the key points of the current implementation.
The speech signal is processed at 8000 samples per second, 8-bits per sample, -law format
(Owens, 1993). For the corpus-based evaluation, this was obtained by down-sampling from DAT
format; for the live experiments (x6.4), this is done directly using the built-in microphone jack
and analog-to-digital converter of a computer. The pitch and energy are computed for every 10ms
frame.
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Regarding P3, a measure of energy is computed for each frame and a histogram of energy values
is made. The average of the 1st percentile value and the 99th percentile value is the threshold;
frames with energy level greater than this are considered to be speech. (While there are better ways
to distinguish speech from non-speech, this was generally adequate for our data.) For grouping
speech frames into speech regions, gaps of up to 250ms of non-speech are allowed. This works
fairly well, except for geminate consonants in emphatic speech.
Regarding P1 and P2, pitch is computed using Hirose's pitch detector (Hirose et al., 1992). The
low pitch threshold is set at the 26th percentile pitch level; thus frames with a pitch lower than
this are considered to be low pitch frames. Pitch values `spread' to subsequent frames at which no
pitch was detected, up to 80ms later, provided that all intervening frames are speech frames (not
silence). This serves to spread pitch across consonants, and, more importantly, compensate for
some failures of the pitch tracker, particularly in regions of vocal fry (creak) and when the volume
trails o at the end of a phrase. The condition that the intervening frames contain speech prevents
spreading before a pause, which matters because a short region of low pitch before a pause is often
an indication of nality, or `turn end'.
To determine the energy and pitch thresholds the system computes the distributions of energy
and pitch values. These distributions are computed over the input up to the current point; that
is, they are computed on-line, with no lookahead. The system would probably get slightly better
performance if it computed the energy distribution over the entire conversation, but we wanted our
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implementation to work in the same way for the live experiments. For the pitch distribution, only
pitch values in the past 50 seconds are considered, which makes the value of the 26th-percentile
pitch sensitive to long-term changes in pitch range; this is useful as adaptation to local increases
in pitch range during interesting portions of the conversation.
Clearly the details of this computation are ad hoc and could be improved.

4 Corpus-Based Evaluation
Our hypothesis is that the rules of the previous section are indeed rules of English and Japanese
conversation. This section measures how well this rule performs, compared to some other possible
rules, by computing the degree of match between the predictions made by the rules and the actual
occurrences of back-channel feedback in a corpus of conversations.

4.1 The Corpus
The point of the corpus being mostly to have some data to use for judging rule performance, we did
not attempt to make the corpus representative, nor uniform, nor balanced. Speci cally, we did not
control for conversants' sex, native dialect, education level, relative status, motivation, or mutual
familiarity, nor for conversation location, topic, time into the conversation, speech rate, and so on,
although some of these factors will undoubtedly play role in a complete account of back-channel
behavior.
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The size of the corpus was determined by the desire to report statistically signi cant results
in x4.4, and by a feeling that after, after a certain point, the process of gathering and listening to
more data was not yielding signi cant new insights.
Each conversation had two participants. In most of the conversations the participants were
seated in such a way as to prevent them from seeing each other. Thus these were similar to
telephone conversations. This of course meant that non-verbal back-channel cues, such as gaze
(Rosenfeld and Hancks, 1980; Duncan and Fiske, 1985) were prevented, as were non-verbal forms
of back-channel feedback, such as nods and smiles (Maynard, 1989). As a result, it is possible that
our results do not extend to face-to-face interaction. In most cases the conversants were told of
our interest in back-channels, but this did not appear to a ect their behavior. Recording was done
using head-mounted microphones in stereo onto DAT tape and the conversations were uploaded
to a computer for labeling and analysis.
Our English corpus is 68 minutes total, consisting of 8 conversations, involving 12 di erent
speakers (one speaker, the rst author, participated in 5 of the conversations). All participants
were native American speakers except one, who had lived in the US since her early teens. 2
participants were female, 10 male. The conversations were recorded in various locations in the
US, except one recorded in Tokyo using short-term visitors. None of the participants appeared
to be using either of the geographically or ethnicly identi ed conversation styles that reportedly
di er markedly from mainstream American practice (Erickson, 1979; Tannen, 1990). The ve
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most frequent kinds of back-channel feedback were yeah, uh-huh, hm, right and okay, which is
comparable with what is found in other corpora (Jurafsky et al., 1998). By the de nition of x2 the
English corpus has 359 back-channels.
Our Japanese corpus is 80 minutes total, consisting of 18 conversations, involving 24 di erent
speakers, including the second author in one conversation. All samples were recorded in Tokyo,
and all conversants were native speakers of Japanese in their twenties. 9 participants were female,
15 male. The ve most frequent back-channels were un, ee, aa, laughter, and hai; this is roughly
in line with what has been observed in other studies of casual Japanese conversation (Maynard,
1989; Clancy et al., 1996). un (actually usually pronounced as a nasalized schwa) predominates,
accounting, with its variants, for almost a third of the back-channels. By the de nition of x2 the
Japanese corpus has 873 back-channels.

4.2 The Task
The task we set for our rule was, given one track of a conversation from the corpus, predict where
back-channels occur in the other track.
This has the merit of providing a simple evaluation technique, adequate as a way to compare
the performance of alternative proposed rules. We needed this to discover which parameter values
gave the best results for our rule, and to compare the performance of our rule to other rules.
This technique does not, however, provide an absolute measure of predictive power, since various
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problems mean that no rule could achieve perfect performance on this task (x5.5).
Speci cally, a better rule is one that has higher `coverage', that is, the fraction of back-channels
which the rule manages to predict, and higher `accuracy', that is, the fraction of predictions which
are correct. In many situations, however, two rules rank di erently on the coverage metric and the
accuracy metric. That is, there is a `trade-o ' between coverage and accuracy. For example, for our
rule, as the de nition of \low pitch cue" is made looser (with a higher value for P1 or lower values
for P2, P3, or P4) coverage increases at the expense of accuracy, since more back-channels will be
correctly predicted, but more incorrect predictions will also occur. Conversely, if the de nition is
stricter, accuracy will be higher but coverage lower. In such situations we prefer the rule which
gives the best value for the product of accuracy and coverage. This gure of merit favors rules
which attain good scores on both metrics, rather than excellent performance on one at the expense
of the other.
There is another factor involved in performance: the frequency of prediction. It seems that,
independent of where back-channels are produced, how often they are produced is also important.
Optimizing prediction frequency is not very interesting | it is trivial to predict at the same
frequency as in the corpus by adjusting the parameters of a rule. Rather, any high-coverage, highaccuracy rule is acceptable as long as it does not produce vastly more or vastly fewer back-channels
than people do. Given the wide variation in back-channeling frequency, we chose here to target
the frequency of the more supportive, friendly listeners in the corpus, who tended to produce
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back-channels more often than average.
Although it has become common practice to evaluate classi cation algorithms using a previously
unseen corpus of test data, we do not do so here, because our rule, having only ve free parameters,
stands in little danger of being inadvertently tailored to one speci c set of training examples.

4.3 Our Measure Of Successful Prediction
We wanted to count a prediction of back-channel feedback as correct if was at `essentially the
same time' as actual back-channel feedback in the corpus. Again, a perfect measure was not
required, merely one good enough to let us compare the performance of di erent rules. We therefore
operationalized this by counting a prediction as correct if the predicted onset of a back-channel
was within 500 milliseconds of the onset of an observed back-channel.
The decision to tolerate misalignments of up to 500 milliseconds was based on informal judgments of \how much earlier or later a back- channel could appear and still sound appropriate" in
various contexts. We found that it was not uncommon for back-channels that were timeshifted
as much as 500 milliseconds to still sound fairly natural. This result di ers from what can be
suggested by passively listening to a conversation, where it often seems that each back-channel is
produced at a precisely appropriate time, but that impression is probably misleading (O'Connell
et al., 1990). Of course, a simple 500ms window is not completely satisfactory. First, one could use
a narrower window, to ensure that anything within that window would be quite likely to be natural
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(Okato et al., 1996). Second, one could try to compute degrees of naturalness, as a function of the
degree of misalignment. Third, one could judge each prediction individually, in context, by hand.
We opted for generosity, simplicity, and convenience, as we don't need an absolute standard, but
only a way to compare the performance of alternative proposed rules.
Note that using the 500ms window for matching means that, since we are using a 350ms value
for P5 in the Japanese rule, our evaluation will we gave the rule credit for predicting back-channels
whose onset precedes the detection of the low pitch region. While this is reasonable for judging
whether it would be acceptable to produce back-channels using the rule, it is of course inappropriate
for judging whether the rule could account for human behavior, thus below we also report results
with a tighter window.
There was an additional proviso: each prediction had to match a di erent observation. Thus,
if the rule predicted back-channels at 1200 milliseconds and at 1800 milliseconds into the conversation, and a back-channel actually occurred at 1500 milliseconds, that would count as one
accurate prediction and one incorrect prediction. This proviso was problematic in cases where a
long back-channel covered the time span between two predictions, but such cases were rare.
We decided to use onset as the reference point because in most cases the onset of an backchannel seems to be its most salient point. Of course, given our wide (500 milliseconds) window,
this choice was not usually critical, since most back-channels last only a few hundred milliseconds.
In practice, our rule is run to make a decision every 10 milliseconds. That is, every 10 millisec-
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onds it either predicts an instance of back-channel feedback or it doesq not. As explained above,
the domain of validity of a prediction is 1000 milliseconds, and, as seen in x3.2, P4 means that the
rule always leaves a space of at least 800 milliseconds between predictions.

4.4 Results
INSERT Tables 1 and 2 ABOUT HERE
Performance of our rules for English and Japanese are seen in Tables 1 and 2.
For comparison the tables also show results for prediction rules which do not use low pitch
regions, speci cally, making predictions at random while obeying P3, P4, and P5. Note that, to a
rst approximation, varying the frequency of random prediction does not a ect accuracy.
The low pitch based rules do better than random: for example, the accuracy was 18% versus
13% for English and 34% versus 24% for Japanese. This is true both on average, as seen in the
tables, and for most speakers in most conversations: speci cally for English in 15 cases out of 16 (2
sides times 8 conversations) the gure of merit was higher for the low pitch rule, and for Japanese
it was better for 34 out of 36 cases.
The rule was superior to random prediction also when judged using tighter values for the
permitted misalignment window, ranging from 100 milliseconds to 400 milliseconds. Also, adding
the constraint that predictions could not match corpus back-channels more than 350ms earlier than
the prediction, in the Japanese case, to count only those cases where the rule might account for
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human behavior (x4.3), gave a coverage of 49% and an accuracy of 29%, still higher than chance.

5 Other Factors
As seen by the coverage and accuracy results above, the low pitch cue accounts for many of the
back-channel occurrences, but not all. This section surveys some other factors involved in the
production of low pitch regions and in the cueing of back-channel feedback.

5.1 Correlated Cuing Factors
A factor which seems likely to account for many back-channels is end of utterance or pause.
Certainly there are times when awkward silences lead to the production of a back-channel, and
such occasions are quite salient. However, if the notion of end of utterance is straightforwardly
taken to mean the onset of silence, without regard to prosody, then this is not statistically a
good cue for back-channel feedback. Speci cally, the accuracy of end-of-utterance-plus-low-pitch
predictions is not signi cantly better than the predictions from low pitch alone (19% versus 18% for
English and 32% versus 34% for Japanese), and end-of-utterance-plus-no-low-pitch is less accurate
than random prediction (5% versus 13% for English and 16% versus 24% for Japanese), as the
tables show. (The results are for the best silence-based rule we found, namely one which predicts a
back-channel in response to 150ms of silence, subject to clauses P3, P4, and P5 of the corresponding
low pitch rule). This also implies that the low pitch region is often a valid cue even when it appears
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in the middle of an utterance, and indeed such cases are common in the corpus (one is seen at
39,300 in Figure 1).
Rising intonations, including `uptalk' (also known as `high-rise questions' (Hirschberg and Ward,
1995)) also sometimes elicit feedback. These seem generally to indicate insistence: in demanding
a response, in demanding agreement, in giving instructions or in making a suggestion. Indeed,
it has been claimed that in Japanese strongly rising intonations always elicit a response (Saito,
1997). (Because of this, some instances of an utterance in response to such pitch patterns are to
be considered to be full responses, not back-channel feedback, according to our de nition (x2).) In
some cases where uptalk does pre gure back-channel feedback, the rise is preceded by a region of
low pitch; it often seems that a rising intonation at the end meres adds a nuance of insistence to
the basic low pitch cue.
Vowel lengthening often precedes back-channel feedback, in both English and Japanese (Maynard, 1989), especially in cases of dis uencies and agreement-seeking particles. This generally
seems to appear together with the low pitch region. Indeed, lengthening can perhaps be analyzed
as a consequence of the need to produce a low pitch region of sucient length, in those cases where
there is only a single syllable of lexical content to work with, for example with ne (you know). This
hypothesis is supported by the fact that lengthening seems to occur less often when the low pitch
region falls on longer words and phrases, such as da yo ne (COPULA I'm-telling-you you-know).
Sugito (1997) has observed that speaker dis uencies also frequently precede back-channels in
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Japanese. As noted above, this often appears together with low pitch regions.
For Japanese, Mizutani (1984) has hypothesized that low volume in an utterance cues backchannel feedback. In our data this did not seem to be an important factor, and even if it is, it
might not be an independent factor, as low pitch generally correlates with low volume.
In many cases back-channel feedback is preceded by a region of vocal fry (creak or creaky voice).
Most such cases meet the criteria of our low pitch rule, and so it is likely that vocal fry is not an
independent cue.
In many cases back-channel feedback is preceded by certain lexical items, including ne and other
particles, clause connectives, and dis uency markers. The rst two categories seem like plausible
candidates for cues (Mizutani, 1988; Maynard, 1989). In our corpus, however, they do not turn
out to be strong cues; the accuracy of back-channel predictions based on such words is near chance
(ne 23%, kedo 24%, kara 23% versus random 24%), as seen in Table 2. Moreover, most of the time
when these words appear prior to back-channel feedback, they appear together with a region of
low pitch.
It has been found that completion of a `grammatical clause' is also a cue for back-channels
(Duncan and Fiske, 1985; Maynard, 1989; Clancy et al., 1996), despite the diculty of identifying
grammatical clauses in unscripted conversation (Ford et al., 1996). Grammatical completion also
correlates with low pitch regions.
(Incidentally, there appear to be signi cant di erences in the factors that cue non-backchannel
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acknowledgments (x2.5); in particular, their occurrence seems to depend more on meaning (Kawamori
et al., 1994), on end-of-utterance silence (Fukuchi, 1997), and on prosodic features other than low
pitch (Koiso et al., 1995), than does the occurrence of back-channel feedback.)

5.2 Independent Cuing Factors
Speakers sometimes enunciate a word, pronouncing it carefully, slowly, and in a fairly higher pitch,
when introducing an unfamiliar referent into the discourse. This often seems to elicit back-channel
feedback, often an echo of that word.
A rare form of back-channel feedback is a vocalization as one speaker yields the oor, after an
occasion when both speakers inadvertently begin talking at the same time.

5.3 Counter-indicating Factors
There are also some `counterindicating factors', which seem to serve to override or suppress responses to the low pitch cue.
One is when a speaker abruptly starts a new utterance at a high pitch shortly after producing a
low pitch region, as if changing his mind about whether he wants back-channel feedback. In most,
but not all, such situations the respondent in the corpus did not produce a back-channel, and in
those cases the rule led to an incorrect prediction.
Another is when the low pitch region occurs as part of some larger pitch contour. For example,
an upturn in pitch at the end of a region of low pitch sometimes seems to turn a cue for back-channel
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feedback into a cue for a substantive comment or answer, at least in Japanese. Perceptually, such
contours seem to signal the end of a `turn' or the completion of a question, challenge or suggestion
that required a reply. Predictions of back-channels at places where the speaker in the corpus took
the oor (and listening suggested that that a back-channel was truly inappropriate), were fairly
common, accounting for 17% of the total number of incorrect predictions.
Third, more speculatively, conversation type may play a role. In narrative and explanation,
the low pitch region is mostly a back-channel cue, but in other conversation types, such as banter,
question and answer, instruction, suggestion giving, attempts to nd something to talk about,
musings, and ritual greetings, it sometimes seems to invite a full turn or no response.

5.4 Interactions among Factors
For most of these factors, we cannot yet say whether they independent cues to back-channel
feedback, whether they are precede back-channel feedback only to the extent that they co-occur
with low pitch regions, or indeed whether the low pitch regions precede back-channels only to the
extent that low pitch occurs with these factors. Because cues of several types so often appear
together redundantly, quantitative analysis of the e ectiveness of combined cues, and of con icting
cues, perhaps in the spirit of Ford and Thompson (1996), is clearly required as a next step. Another
important question, for the sake of identifying the cues that listeners actually respond to, is whether
some cues are typically evident slightly earlier than others.
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5.5 How Much is Not Yet Explained
To summarize the above discussion, it seems that no other single factor can account for all the
occurrences of back-channels that low pitch regions can. This even seems to be true for meaning:
it seems that no simple notion of meaning can account for all the occurrences of back-channels
that low pitch regions can (x3.3 and 2.4).
However, it also seems that there are many factors which may account for occurrences of backchannels, including some occurrences which the low pitch rule does not explain. This subsection
estimates how much of the data is in fact not explained by the low pitch rule. However this is not
trivial, due to two shortcomings of our evaluation method (x4.2).
The rst problem arises from the presence in the corpus of many cases where both conversants
are taking at once. In such cases there was not really any option of producing back-channel
feedback, but our rule, only allowed to use the information in one track of the conversation, could
not know this.
The second problem is that the actual pattern of back-channels is not necessarily the only
possible pattern; in particular, there are di erences among speakers in back-channel production
style, most obviously in frequency. A related problem is that a rule can predict opportunities,
but respondents do not choose to produce back-channel feedback at every opportunity. The most
common alternative, always available, is to be silent. Another alternative is to produce a full turn,
especially a request for repetition or clari cation.
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To attempt to measure the signi cance of these problems we examined, for the Japanese corpus,
all cases where the rule made an prediction which did not correspond to a back-channel in the
corpus. Of these, 16% coincided with an utterance in progress, and thus accurate prediction
could not have been expected, because of the rst problem above. Another 44% of the incorrect
predictions were cases where an back-channel could naturally have appeared, as judged by the
second author, but in the corpus there was silence or, more rarely, the start of a turn. That is,
these incorrect predictions seem to be due to the second problem above, inter-speaker di erences
in back-channel behavior. This interpretation is supported by the nding that, if the rule is judged
as a model of a single speaker, JH, its performance is much better: a coverage of 69% (57/83) and
an accuracy of 66% (57/86).
On the other hand, there were cases where a back-channel was present but the rule failed to
make any prediction. While most of these seemed to be true failures of our rule, a few were not,
due instead to what appeared to be idiosyncratic behavior by some speaker | places where the
second author listening to the corpus felt that a back-channel was strange, and that most Japanese
speakers would never produce a back-channels in such circumstances. However these were rare.
Another uninformative cause of prediction failures was the fallibility of the pitch tracker used.
Working from these estimates, it seems that the greatest possible coverage one could hope from
any rule, measured using this method, would be about 95%, and the greatest accuracy about 61%,
as mentioned in the last row of Table 2. We can also sum up the accuracy of the Japanese rule as
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follows: 34% of its predictions were accurate, about 27% were inaccurate, and the remaining 39%
were probably not wrong.
Thus there is a lot that the present rule does not account for. Some of the unexplained data
could probably be accounted for in terms of other cues from the speaker, including the factors
discussed above. A full account would, however, doubtless require more consideration of the
respondent's role; since there are cases where the occurrence of back-channels depends not only
on the speaker's cues, but also on respondent-internal factors, such as his speed of understanding
and his attitude to the speaker, among a multitude of other factors.

5.6 Failure Analysis
Much of the discussion above was based on analysis of cases where our low pitch rule failed. It
might seem appropriate to also report the raw statistics on the frequency of each cause of failure.
We do not do so because failures are so hard to analyze conclusively. For example, many more
occurrences of back-channels could have been predicted had one or another of the parameters of
our rule been a little more lax. However, looking at the big picture, such increases in coverage
would be at the expense of accuracy, as we found by systematically varying each parameter and
re-running the variant rules over the entire corpus. Another reason why failures are hard to analyze
is that many occurrences of back-channel can plausibly be accounted for by several factors, with
none clearly decisive.
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6 Open Issues and Speculations
This section o ers some observations and speculations on various open issues.

6.1 Relation to Other Uses of Pitch
One alternative approach to accounting for the facts we have described is to argue that \low
pitch regions are mere epiphenomena, resulting from the lack of \stresses" or \accents", and the
accompanying high pitches, in regions of speech which convey no new or important information |
and that it is the lack of new information, or its prosodic correlates, which are the true cues which
encourage the listener to back-channel". We consider this unlikely, given that low pitch regions
do appear to bear speci c communicative functions (x3.3). However the question of how the low
pitch cue actually does relate to lexical pitch accent and sentence-level prosody is completely open.
This is a daunting issue, not least because it is not clear to what extent the insights arrived at
by studies of read speech, monolog, controlled dialog, and so on, carry over to unscripted, casual
conversation (Schuetze-Coburn et al., 1994).
The existence of 110ms low pitch regions as meaningful prosodic features may also bear on an
issue in the theory of intonation, the question of whether it is possible to devise an abstract level
of representation that mediates between the language level and the sound level (Ladd, 1996), or
whether an account of the uses of prosody must directly refer to acoustic features, as our nding
may suggest. Alternatively, if these low pitch regions are relegated to the domain of paralinguistic
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phenomena, it is the question of the relation between the linguistic and paralinguistic aspects of
prosody that takes on a renewed signi cance.

6.2 More Precise Timing
The current rule certainly does not account for the exact timing of back-channel feedback. At
least three additional types of factors need investigation. First is the question of what other
factors, presumably mostly prosodic, the listener uses to determine exactly when to produce backchannel feedback. Second is the question of what shades of meaning the respondent can convey by
producing back-channel feedback a few hundred milliseconds earlier or later (Ward, 1998). Third
is the question of the role of human processing time requirements in the timing of back-channel
feedback (Ward, 1997a).

6.3 Di erences between English and Japanese
Comparisons between the two languages are dicult; because, among other problems, our English
conversants were generally slightly older, mutually less familiar, and talking more seriously, than
our Japanese conversants. Thus we cannot say, for example, whether it is signi cant that the most
predictive value for low pitch region length (parameter P2, 110 milliseconds) is the same for both
languages.
However there are three di erences between Japanese and English that may be meaningful.
First, the accuracy of our English rule is less. It seems that English speakers tend to take up fewer
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of the opportunities to produce back-channel feedback. This result is compatible with the results of
comparative studies of the frequency of back-channel feedback in Japanese and English (Maynard,
1989; Clancy et al., 1996). This di erence has been convincingly related to various cultural differences in communication style (Mizutani, 1981; Mizutani, 1988; LoCastro, 1987; Maynard, 1989;
White, 1989; Yamada, 1992; Strauss and Kawanishi, 1996; Clancy et al., 1996; Hayashi, 1996b;
Maynard, 1997), and to grammatical di erences between the two languages (White, 1989; Fox
et al., 1996). Second, the coverage is less. One factor that may be involved is the presence of more
uptalk in English. Another may be that English speakers tend to use grammatical completion
relatively more as a factor in deciding when to produce back-channels (Maynard, 1989; Clancy
et al., 1996). Yet another factor is that English respondents may be responding less automatically, not simply following cues from the speaker. Third, English respondents let more time lapse
between the point when the cue is heard and the point where the back-channel is produced (P5).
It is interesting to speculate that some of the huge perceived di erences in conversation style and
culture may reside in this 350ms timing di erence.

6.4 An Automated Listener
Wanting to determine whether producing back-channel feedback in accordance with the low pitch
rule meets the expectations of the conversation partner, we ran experiments where an unsuspecting
subject was induced to `converse' with a system incorporating the low pitch rule. The system
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produced a back-channel whenever the subject produced a region of low pitch. In general third
party judges listening to the conversations could distinguish the low pitch based back-channels
from the randomly produced ones; the former sounded natural and the latter sounded odd, with
clear cases of inappropriate back-channels and of inappropriate silences when a back-channel was
called for. Those who were actually talking to the system, however, were not obviously a ected by
the timing of back-channels, as (Siegman, 1976) also found. Further discussion of experience with
this system and its implications appear elsewhere (Ward and Tsukahara, pear; Ward, tted).

6.5 Sound and Meaning in Back-channel Vocalizations
The fascinating question of the content of back-channel feedback | what words are used in what
situations with what meaning | is beyond the scope of the paper. However we cannot resist mentioning that, for the many back-channels which are non-words, or `grunts', the most parsimonous
analysis may be that each of these vocalizations is custom-made for the occasion, with each of
the various elements of the pronunciation of vocalization contributing some element of meaning
(Takubo, 1994; Ward, 1998); that is, sound symbolism may be present.

6.6 The Psychological Status of the Low Pitch Cue
So far we have shown that low pitch regions can account for some back-channel behavior. The
question of whether there is actually a causal relation | whether these actually are cues | is
ultimately a psychological one, probably decidable only by controlled experiment. Tentatively,
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however, it does seems possible that speakers sometimes may produce back-channels in direct
response to the low pitch cue. In daily life it is sometimes possible to produce appropriate backchannel feedback without paying attention (Dhorne, 1980), and do so well enough to get away with
it, for at least 5 or 10 seconds, as when reading a newspaper while someone is talking to you.
Thus we might speculate, depending on the theoretical perspective, that respondents sometimes produce back-channels as a `re ex' response to low pitch regions; or that the low pitch cue
is processed in a separate `channel', di erent from the channel used for understanding words and
meaning; or that detecting back-channel cues and responding to them involves a mental `module'
distinct from that involved in the uptake and conveying of content in spoken language; or that
back-channel cues and responses are part of a special `modality'; or that they constitute another
`dimension of interaction'. (We certainly do not mean to suggest that all back-channels are produced in this way, without reference to words or meaning. Nor do we mean that there is a 100%
correlation, with no e ects of other factors. Also, while an account in terms of a direct response
can explain in part whether a back-channel will occur, it can have nothing to say about which
back-channel is to be produced.)
The idea that back-channeling sometimes involves a direct response is logically plausible, for two
reasons. First, assuming a participant in a conversation generally has to go through three stages
of processing to contribute | namely comprehension of the other's words, choice of response, and
utterance | then there is can be an advantage to being able to omit, or radically simplify, the rst
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two stages, in that it lets the respondent economize on mental e ort. Second, to be a good listener
requires, minimally, two things: being responsive to the other speaker, and not interrupting him.
There is a trade-o between these two goals, since the more one speaks the more likely one is to
disrupt the other's utterances. To make the right decision, and make it quickly enough to be able
to produce feedback at an appropriate time, is hard. Relying on a direct response to a prosodic
cue may be the only way to respond fast enough.

6.7 What's Interesting about Conversation?
Conversations often seem to have a life of their own, for example when arguments continue on
beyond the point of being useful to either party. Introspectively also, it sometimes seems that one
can get `caught up in' or `carried away with' a conversation. More analytically, conversations seem
to involve something special, something present above and beyond the goals and actions of the two
participants. Theoretical constructs which seem to capture some of the specialness of conversation
include `interactional achievement' (Scheglo , 1982), `conversation rule' (Duncan and Fiske, 1985),
`kyowa' (Mizutani, 1993), `co-construction',(Maynard, 1989), `joint action', `joint strategy' (Clark,
1996), and `conversation as collaboration' (Clark, 1996).
Underlying this feeling of `something special' is, we speculate, the `re ex' aspects of some
conversation behaviors, that is, the way they involve direct links between stimulus and response
that apply automatically and unconsciously. Of course, this suggestion is not entirely novel; it is
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clear that most of language behavior is too fast to introspect on or deliberate about before doing.
What is new in the case of the low pitch cue is that the trigger for rule application is not internal
to the speaker, but an external stimulus. Thus our viewpoint entails the idea that a respondent
in a conversation is to a large extent controlled by other participant, which may seem a strange
perspective to some, as it sits ill with notions such as intention and free will (Searle, 1992).
Moreover, the fact that `re exes' are not normally introspectively available can explain why
human conversation as a research area is much deeper than it seems, much more challenging than
expected.

6.8 How to Analyze Conversation Phenomena
Some studies of back-channels have been motived initially, not by a deep interest in the phenomenon
itself, but in the belief that study of back-channels would illustrate the value of a theoretical stance
or research method of more general use (Yngve, 1970; Duncan and Fiske, 1985; Scheglo , 1982;
Ward, 1997b). As a result, various schools of thought have invested a fair amount of intellectual
capital in preparations for the study of such phenomena. It is therefore not surprising that many
discussions of methodology for the study of conversation phenomena are heavy in attacks on the
assumptions and techniques of workers in di erent schools (Scheglo , 1982; O'Connell et al., 1990;
Searle, 1992; Zimmerman, 1993).
Lacking well thought out opinions of our own, this section merely recounts which techniques
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worked for us over the course of our study. We hope that this may contribute indirectly to the
eventual resolution of the larger issues.
First, we decided to start from raw data, rather than starting with a theoretical framework.
This was because we wanted to study perception and action together, without hypothesizing any
intervening variables or representations or abstract structural descriptions. We chose to take the
perspective of one participant and consider what his task is, rather than studying the resulting
conversation or its structure or rules per se, primarily since we wanted to build a system to take
one side of a conversation. Incidentally, our motivation for this was the idea that more natural
turn-taking, including back-channels, may be of value in spoken language systems, since it is not
always true that people talking to machines desire the interaction to be mechanical and rigid
(Johnstone et al., 1995).
Then we began recording conversations. Many researchers interested in prosody choose to
work with clean, manageable data, such as prepared sentences read by a radio announcer, monolog
`discourses', and dialogs limited to the exchange of requests and factual information. One might say
that this represents a strategy of excluding performance phenomena, in particular, those involving
the existence of an interlocutor, those involving the need to decide what to say, and those involving
the need to respond in time. Doing so has many advantages, including making results easier
to replicate. Working with messy, uncontrolled data might have been impossibly complex and
confusing, but we have not found it so in practice. And, with a large enough corpus, the problem
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of non-replicatable results becomes less serious.
We decided to use statistical analysis, reasoning that, whatever the prosodic cue might be,
it was probably not something evident to the unaided ear, or it would already have been found.
(This hunch turned out to be correct; the low pitch region turns out to be less salient than most
of the other factors discussed in x5.) We accordingly gathered statistics on energy, pitch, pitch
slope, and so on, and blindly computed correlations between these and the subsequent appearance
of back-channel feedback. No correlation seemed to be strong enough to be the cue we sought, so
we abandoned this e ort. Much later, after discovering the low pitch cue by other means, we took
another look at our print-out of correlations, and found that the best was a low pitch point 400
milliseconds before the onset of back-channel feedback in Japanese | had we pursued this at the
time, we might have saved ourselves a lot of e ort.
We then started to study the conversations in detail. To do this we did not want to rely on
transcripts, even if enhanced with labels indicating perceived intonational features, because we
wanted to be able to listen to the sound itself. We did not want to work with tape-recorded or
video-recorded data, since we wanted access to the speech signal at a ne grain, so that we could
select any desired small portion of the discourse and listen to it repeatedly. We therefore built a
computer program, \didi", to let us do this, and to let us add transcription labels and notes freely.
This program also displays the waveform and its pitch, letting us use both eye and ear; we found
this helpful.
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Trying to nd the cue, we wrote many little bits of software to generate various statistical
analyses and graphs. Most of this led nowhere, but one of these graphs, a superimposition of
pitch environments in the context of several cases of back-channel feedback, was what led to the
discovery of the role of low pitch regions.
This initial analysis was focused on one Japanese conversation, chosen since back-channels
were frequent there and since it was clearly an interesting conversation to both parties. We then
examined the rest of our corpus to gauge the generality of low pitch rule.
We were from the start obsessed with objective rules. This led us to strive for careful de nition
of back-channel feedback, a signal-based (not perceptual) de nition of the low pitch cue, and an
objective criterion for successful back-channel prediction. These things, together with a largish
corpus, allowed us to evaluate di erent versions of the rule in search of the best one, to compare
the strength of this cue to that of other cues, to quantify some di erences between Japanese and
English, and to identify and direct listening e ort to cases where the low pitch cue fails.
Later, in perhaps an unusual research manouevre, after having xed on a 110 millisecond region
of low pitch as a signi cant prosodic feature by statistical analysis of conversation behavior, we
turned to the question of its meaning. By listening to the contexts of the low pitch regions and by
computing statistics on what lexical items fall most frequently within low pitch regions, we were
able to characterize the communicative functions where low pitch regions occur.
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7 Summary
Regarding the question of whether 110 millisecond regions of low pitch are a prosodic cue for
back-channel feedback, we have found that that low pitch regions by themselves are a fairly good
predictor, and that more obvious factors, such as utterance end, rising intonation, and speci c
lexical items, account for less than they intuitively seem to. We have also found enough variety
in context of occurrence to suggest that there can be no parsimonious meaning-based account of
when back-channel feedback appears.
Regarding the question of the extent to which back-channel feedback is produced whenever the
listener feels like it, versus being produced in response to cue by the speaker, we have found that
speaker-produced cues can account for about half of the occurrences of back-channels.
These conclusions apply to both English and Japanese.
Clearly we have raised more issues than we have resolved.
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Figure 1: English Conversation Fragment. Each of the four strips includes two tracks and a
timeline. In each strip the top track is one speaker and the bottom track the other. Each track
includes: a transcription, the signal, the pitch, and the 26th percentile pitch level (horizontal
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Figure 2: Japanese Conversation Fragment in the same format as the previous gure, except that
here the horizontal dotted line indicates the 26th percentile pitch level. The context is that the
bottom speaker is worryed that his girlfriend doesn't seem to be planning anything for his birthday.
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hmm today around telephone SUBJ call not-come
mm
you-know

another girl OBJ ask-out
[laughter]

QUEST hmm QUOT think PROG but you-know angry
really
because um

um
Figure 3: Gloss of Figure 4
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hmm today, if there's no telephone call from her,
mm
you-know

I'll ask out some other girl,
[laughter]

is what I'm thinking. you-know

I'm mad

really
that's why. um

um

Figure 4: Translation of Figure 4
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Predictions from

Coverage

low pitch regions (x3.1)

48% (172=359) 18% (172=936)

.088

random (x4.4)

22% (80=359)

.029

utterance end (x5.1)

46% (164=359) 10% (164=1698) .044

utterance end and low pitch region

30% (109=359) 19% (109=578) .057

utterance end and no low pitch region 15% (55=359)

Accuracy

13% (80=618)

5% (55=1120)

Figure of Merit

.008

Table 1: Performance of Various Rules for Predicting Back-channel Feedback (English)
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Predictions from

Coverage

Accuracy

Figure of Merit

low pitch regions (x3.1)

56% (496=873)

34% (496=1447)

.195

random (x4.4)

25% (222=873)

24% (222=915)

.062

utterance end (x5.1)

68% (593=873)

22% (593=2751)

.146

utterance end and low pitch region

36% (314=873)

32% (277=978)

.115

utterance end and no low pitch region

32% (279=873)

16% (279=1773) .050

after ne

31% (273=873) 23% (273=1191) .072

after kedo
after kara

(x5.1)

21% (181=873) 26% (181=691)

.054

14% (122=873) 23% (122=533)

.032

eavesdropping human judge (estimate) 95%

61%

.58

Table 2: Performance of Various Rules for Predicting Back-channel Feedback (Japanese)

